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Introduction: (Why it is important?)
A topic that was close to home
Researchable
Ethical
Relevance

Objective:
A study was conducted to present to the public a very current opioid epidemic affecting our state and town.
Research was done by conducting methodologies that would be most effective.
Some of the methodologies consist of: Literature review and Interviewing.
Connecting and analyzing the findings that were produced during the assignment.
Engaging in ways to perfect further research.

Methodology:
Interview
Literature Review
Analysis of Statistical data (form of literature review)

Research Findings/Analysis:
Rehabilitation tends not to be sought out due to it “not working.”
Rehabilitation does not work (most of the time).
Can be deemed as “non-effective” for most. Statistical data was not surprising, personally.
Helped shift my concept on the research
Not asking, “is there resources for people”, but shifting it to “how beneficial are these resources.”

Summarization:
More research needs to be done on opioid rehabilitation and not if it's provided or not. Interviews should be conducted with in-patients and nurses to see their views on the practice.
More opinions should be expressed from past patience.
More awareness should be exposed about the effectiveness of rehabilitation.